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ANSWER KEY
TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

 

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

WRITING & LANGUAGE

 

No Hiding Your Face?

Checks & Balances

Be the Editor

1. [d] all of the above

1. [b] to prevent one branch
of government from becoming
too powerful

1. [c] people, without

2. [c] problems with accuracy in
identifying matches
3. [b] they rely on facial recognition
for leads, not evidence
4. [d] half
5. [a] alarmed
6. [b] “San Francisco’s police
department hadn’t used facial
recognition.”
7. [a] idiom

2. [b] A Supreme Court justice retires.
3. [c] create divisions in the
government
4. [b] the process Congress can use
to remove a president or other
federal official from office
5. [d] to explain why understanding
the system of checks and balances
is particularly important now

8. [a] against police use of facial
recognition systems

6. [b] lurking

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

8. [c] by voting

 

The Legacy of Gandhi
1. [a] 1757
2. [c] a private company
3. [a] an act of defiance led by Gandhi
4. [ d] the reduction of salt production
in India
5. [ d] all of the above
6. [ b] caused people to take action
7. [c] ”they rallied around Gandhi”
8. [d] Britain divided the subcontinent
into India and Pakistan
GRAPH EXERCISE

 

Health and Wealth
in India
1. [a] 1960
2. [d] 2017
3. [a] 41 years
4. [d] 2017
5. [d] 28 years

7. [c] responsibilities and functions

ANALYZE CAUSE & EFFECT

 

Making Connections
1. The Framers write the Constitution.
2. After fighting a revolution
to get rid of a king, the Framers are
leery of putting too much power
into the hands of the president.
3. The presidency becomes more
powerful in order to carry out
these added functions.
4. Congress sues to obtain the
recordings of the Oval Office
conversations that the White
House is refusing to turn over.
5. The president is removed from office.
VOCABULARY IN CONTEXT

 

Get a Clue

 

2. [a] no change
3. [b] their
4. [d] a tyrant, Britain’s King George III
5. [c] Each branch can check the
power of the other branches in
several ways.
WRITING & LANGUAGE

 

Organizing Ideas
Concerns some people have about
police use of facial recognition
systems 
Possible answers: could lead to
wrongful arrests; violates the Fourth
Amendment’s ban on unreasonable
searches and seizures; threatens
people’s First Amendment rights
to free speech and gathering
peacefully; could lead to the U.S.
becoming a surveillance state
Why some people support police
use of facial recognition systems
Possible answers: saves the police
valuable time in searching databases
and finding leads; helps the police
solve cases that would otherwise
remain unsolved; can be used to find
missing people
Entities other than police
departments that use facial
recognition systems
Possible answers: concert stadiums;
concert organizers; airports; airline
companies; school districts

1. Part A [c]; Part B [d]
2. Part A [d]; Part B [c]
3. Part A [a]; Part B [b]
4. persists—continues to exist despite
any attempts to end or fix it
5. promoted—advanced or put
forth an idea
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